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Kinetic studies of compound zone formation in plasma nitriding of 3% Cr-Mo-V DIN 39CrMoV13.9 steel
were performed at 538 8C in a mixture of 30% N2 and 70% H2. It was found that the process could be
described by a half-order polynomial equation and that the TableCurveW2D software can be used to
analyze the effect of sputtering on the kinetic. The sputtering rate (SR) was found to be about 0.03 mm/
h. The short nitriding cycles (up to 24 h) produced a mixture of the g 8 and « nitrides and the longer
cycles (up to 400 h) produced the g 8 single-phase layer. The presence of the « phase resulted in faster
sputtering as well as faster diffusional growth of the compound zone.

determination, r 2, is high: 0.993, 0.995, and 0.962, respectively.Keywords 3Cr-M0-V steel, compound growth rates, mecha-
The calculated SR is 0.057 mm/h for 450 8C, 0.124 mm/h fornisms of compound growth, nitrogen-hydrogen

plasma, plasma nitriding 530 8C, and 0.427 mm/h for 570 8C. The graph extrapolated to
100 h of nitriding time shows the curves’ tendency; the maxi-
mum, respectively, at approximately 65, 50, and 35 h of nitriding1. Introduction
and the diminishing values thereafter. At the same time, the
growth due to diffusion (the coefficient c) is larger for higher

The role of sputtering in plasma nitriding has been a subject
temperatures and smaller for lower nitriding temperatures. Simi-of many studies in the last 35 years.[1–15] A qualitative approach
lar graphs based on the experimental data of Marciniak[10] forto analysis of the sputtering rate (SR) in plasma nitriding has
36 H3M (0.36% C-3% Cr-0.6% Mo-0.6% Mn-0.27% Si) steelbeen proposed by Keller,[2] who concluded that the parabolic
nitrided at 530 8C are presented in Fig. 2. The curve with agrowth of the compound zone (zone containing a mixture of
well-distinguished maximum at about 16 h drawn for nitridingFe4N and Fe223N nitrides) is affected by a linear removal rate
with 50% nitrogen and 50% hydrogen represents a growth ofof the surface atoms due to sputtering. The first numerical
a compound zone consisting of a mix of the epsilon and gammaanalyses of these processes were done by Marciniak[9,10] and
prime type nitrides.[9] The SR is about 0.425 mm/h. NitridingSun and Bell.[15] The calculated and experimentally verified
with 15% nitrogen and 85% hydrogen produced a gamma primeSR for samples plasma nitrided at 520 8C were about 0.6 g/m2

type compound zone and an SR of about 0.036 mm/h. Theh (it corresponds to 0.1 mm/h) for iron and 0.6 to 0.8 g/m2 h
“diffusion” fraction of the kinetic equation, which representsfor 0.38% C-1.6% Cr-Al-Mo steel.[9] The model developed by
a nitriding potential, is higher for the samples nitrided withSun and Bell[15] allowed precise calculations of the compound

layer growth for a specific steel, the specific nitriding condi- 50% nitrogen and 50% hydrogen than for samples nitrided with
tions, and the assumed SR. The assumed values of SR were 15% nitrogen and 85% hydrogen. However, all of the above
between 0.1 and 0.5 mm/h.[15] If the assumptions of Keller[2] predictions for the range of time exceeding the experimental
and Marciniak[10] are correct, then the kinetic of the compound data range may not be accurate since extreme caution is advised
zone growth y in plasma nitriding can be described by the half- in relying on polynomials for extrapolations and forecasts
order polynomial equation: beyond the range of the dataset.[16] The diminishing value of

the compound zone thickness during a long nitriding time may
y 5 a 1 bx 1 c!x (Eq 1) have important practical meaning; the compound zone could

eventually disappear completely and therefore the nitriding rate
where a is a compound zone thickness formed during the ramp- would drop down and/or a denitriding of the steel could take
up time, b is an SR, c is a coefficient of compound zone growth place.[5] Wells and Strydom suggested that the compound zone
due to diffusion, and x is a nitriding time. The experimental growth might also be affected by redeposition of the sputtered
results of Edenhofer[4] for the kinetics of the compound zone

material.[12] This phenomenon could be enhanced by oxygen,
formation on En 9 (AISI 4142) steel plasma nitrided at 450,

which may always be present in a small quantity in industrial530, and 570 8C were fitted to Eq 1 using the TableCurveW2D
systems, and, therefore, the compact portion of the compoundsoftware[16] and are presented in Fig. 1. The fit of the data for
zone can be significantly reduced by formation of the oxyni-the available 45 h range is very good, since the coefficient of
tride.[12] Consequently, in our studies, we researched the actual
kinetics of compound zone formation in long nitriding with an
aim to establish the SR in such a cycle. The 3% Cr-Mo-V steelE. Roliński and G. Sharp, Advanced Heat Treat Corporation, Monroe,
we investigated is used in the gear industry to achieve anMI 48162, and Waterloo, IA 50703. Contact e-mail: research@

foxberry.net. exceptionally deep case. It was then very important to verify
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Fig. 3 Compound zone thickness vs nitriding time for 3% Cr-Mo-V
steel plasma nitrided at 538 8C. The fit equation is y 5 6.158 2
0.0294x 1 0.933!x and r 2 5 0.952. Confidence and prediction inter-Fig. 1 Compound zone thickness vs nitriding time for 42Cr Mo4
vals represent normal distribution and standard error (small interval)(AISI 4142 steel) plasma nitrided 3.3 mbar in the atmosphere of 25%
at 95%nitrogen 1 75% hydrogen at 570 8C (upper curve), 530 8C (middle

curve), and 450 8C (bottom curve) based on the experimental data of
Edenhofer.[4,21] The graph is extrapolated over the original limit of 45
h. The fit equations are y 5 3.8722 2 0.236x 1 2.361!x, y 5 elsewhere.[17] The nitriding was carried out at 538 8C nominal
20.789 2 0.124x 1 1.958!x and y 5 0.758 2 0.057x 1 0.918!x temperature, and the nitriding times were from 4 to 400 hours.
and r 2 5 0.993, 0.995, and 0.962, respectively The samples were treated in a DC plasma in the atmosphere

of 30% nitrogen and 70% hydrogen and a pressure of 3.2 mbar.
The ramp-up time was 4 h.

2.2. Testing Procedure

The samples were cut in half and prepared for metallographic
studies. The compound zone thickness was measured at 4003
using the digital filar eyepiece of the MICROMETW II micro-
hardness tester (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL). Each sample was
tested in four different areas (four sides). The compact portion
of the compound zone was measured. The local peaks appearing
on the surface were ignored. The accuracy of a single measure-
ment was 60.1 mm. There was a minimum of five samples
used in each run. The x-ray diffraction phase analysis was
performed using Cr Ka radiation.

3. Results and DiscussionFig. 2 Compound zone thickness vs nitriding time for 36H3M 3%
Cr-Mo steel plasma nitrided at 530 8C in the atmosphere of 50%
nitrogen 1 50% hydrogen (upper curve) and 15% nitrogen 1 85% The compound zone thickness changes with the nitriding
hydrogen (bottom curve) based on the experimental data of Marcin- time, as shown in Fig. 3. A possible maximum value of approxi-
iak.[10] The graph is extrapolated over original limits of 16 and 36 h, mately 13.5 mm is achieved after about 250 h of nitriding, and
respectively. The fit equations are y 5 1.275 2 0.425x 1 3.295!x, y

the final value after 400 h is about 13 mm. Photomicrographs
5 0.5 2 0.036x 1 0.479!x, and r 2 5 0.994 and 0.986, respectively

of the compound zone are presented in Fig. 4. They do not
reveal any significant presence of the vapor deposited, possible
oxygen contaminated layer, as was suggested by Wells andif the thickness of the compound zone would become thinner to
Strydom.[12] The top portion of the compound zone containsthe point of disappearing completely with prolonged nitriding.
some porosity and probably a layer of the nitrides deposited
from plasma; however, its main fraction stays very compact.
Optical microscopy of the microsections also revealed a pres-2. Experimental
ence of frequent conical structures at the surface. Similar fea-
tures were also observed by others.[18] The intensity of these2.1 Material and Processing peaks was higher on samples nitrided longer. The x-ray diffrac-
tion showed that initially after 4 h of nitriding two iron nitrides,A quenched and tempered 3% Cr-Mo-V (DIN 39CrMo

V13.9) nitriding steel was used for these studies. The Brinell « (Fe3N) and g 8 (Fe4N), were formed on the surface (Fig. 5).
The intensity of the « patterns is quickly reduced and, after 25hardness was 321 to 363. The test samples were 1 3 1 3 6

in. bars with a ground surface finish of Ra 1.6 mm or better. h of nitriding, only two weak diffraction peaks from the (100)
and (101) planes could be detected. The 400 h nitriding pro-All samples were blasted with 180-grit aluminum oxide before

nitriding. The equipment and processing details were described duced a single-phase gamma prime compound zone on the steel
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Fig. 4 Optical micrographs of surface layers produced on 3% Cr-Mo-V steel by plasma nitriding at 538 8C for (a) 4 h, (b) 25 h, (c) 144 h, (d )
289 h, and (e) 400 h. Bright field, etched with 2% nital

surface. It is very likely that the epsilon nitride formation was by reacting with iron and nitrogen, helped in the formation of
the epsilon phase. During the long exposure to the plasma, thepromoted by carbon present in the steel. It is known that carbon

stabilizes the epsilon carbonitride and that it can diffuse outward surface was decarburized as carbon was sputtered away and
replaced by nitrogen. With a lack of carbon atoms, the nitridingfrom the steel during nitriding.[5,13,20,21] In the short nitriding

processes, carbon atoms were diffused toward the surface and, potential of the plasma was shifted toward gamma prime; the
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Fig. 6 Compound zone thickness vs nitriding time for 3% Cr-Mo-V
steel plasma nitrided at 538 8C. This is a modified form of the Fig. 3
from which the data for a “pure” gamma prime compound zone wereFig. 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of surface layers produced on 3%
removed (144, 289, and 400 h). The fit equation is y 5 5.438 2Cr-Mo-V steel plasma nitrided at 538 8C for (a) 4 h, (b) 25 h, (c) 144
0.049x 1 1.221!x and r 2 5 0.958 Confidence and prediction intervalsh, (d ) 289 h, and (e) 400 h. Cr Ka radiation
represent normal distribution and standard error (small interval) at 95%

lower nitrogen phase and the epsilon phase disappeared com-
pletely. The results of the compound zone thickness versus
nitriding time studies clearly demonstrate the effect of puttering;
a possible maximum value at about 250 h and the diminishing
values of the compound zone thereafter. The calculated SR is
0.0295 mm/h, and the coefficient c of compound zone growth
due to diffusion of nitrogen is 0.933. The total compound zone
thickness a, formed during ramp-up to the final temperature is
about 6 mm. The a value depends on a growth due to diffusion
of nitrogen and sputtering. Since sputtering was taken into
account only from a time when the final temperature was
reached, the a value was affected by an error of not counting
the material removed. In fact, this value is only about 0.06 mm
if we assume that SR was the same during ramping and the
final soaking. The SR of 0.0295 mm/h from this experiment Fig. 7 Comparison of a hypothetical, sputtering “free” kinetic of
agrees very well with the value of 0.036 mm/h calculated by us compound zone growth in plasma nitriding of 3% Cr-Mo-V steel at
for the literature data of nitriding performed in the atmosphere of 538 8C (curve with the middle final value) and 36H3M 3% Cr-Mo
15% nitrogen and 85% hydrogen on similar steel.[10] However, steel at 530 8C[10] (curve with the lowest final value) with gamma

prime compound zone growth in gas nitriding of Armco iron at 550our kinetic studies as well as the studies based on the results
8C with a constant nitriding potential KN 5 0.58 atm21/2 (curve withof others[4,5,10,11] could be affected by not taking into account
the highest final value)[22] The equations are y 5 6.158 1 0.933!x,the fact that a phase composition of the steel surface may
y 5 0.5 1 0.479!x, and y 5 1.278 1 1.461!xchange during a long nitriding process. In the plasma nitriding

of the 3% Cr-Mo-V steel, the equilibrium at the surface was
not achieved very rapidly; in fact, it took many hours to produce
a “pure” gamma prime nitride. It can then be concluded that is about 0.049 mm/h and the coefficient c about 1.221. If we

hypothetically assume a “sputtering free” plasma nitriding, wethe sputtering yield depends not only on pressure, temperature,
gas composition, and the plasma power density, but mainly on can use Eq 1 with the coefficient b equal to zero to see the

effect of the remaining (diffusion) fraction of the equation onthe phase composition of the compound zone that formed on
the surface. Some of these parameters were probably different the kinetic. Figure 7 presents two curves drawn for the plasma

nitriding processes: one from our studies and the second onein our experiment than in the experiments carried out by the
other researchers;[4,10,15,19,21] however, as long as we consider based on the work of Marciniak,[10] compared with the curve

for gas nitriding with a very low nitriding potential of KN 5gamma prime compound zone formation, its SR stayed low. In
comparatively short nitriding cycles with a sufficiently high 0.58 atm21/2.[22] The curves for plasma nitriding of 3% Cr-Mo-

V steel and the gas nitriding of Armco iron are very similar;nitrogen content carried out by the others,[4,10] a mixture of the
g 8 and « was produced and, consequently, the SR was much they achieve a final value of 25 to 30 mm after 400 h of nitriding.

The final value for the plasma nitriding curve of 36H3M steelhigher than when the “pure” gamma prime phase was produced.
This can be seen in Fig. 6, which represents the nitriding kinetics is about 10 mm. Regardless of the sputtering effect, the plasma

nitriding process in the atmosphere of 30% nitrogen and 70%for shorter (up to 25 h) cycles. The graph is not biased by the
phase composition change toward a pure gamma prime; the SR hydrogen can be considered a low nitriding potential process.
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In a plasma process, activation of the cathode due to ion bom- that it will become more porous and the specific surface area
will be greater. However, this will still need to be proven bybardment from the atmosphere containing sufficiently high

nitrogen is very effective, and, therefore, a full coverage of the additional experimental work.
surface with the compound zone after only a few minutes of
nitriding is achieved.[15] This was also evidenced in our experi- Acknowledgments
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